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We each remember the past 3 months in our own way. 

We each experienced different lockdowns and differing challenges. 

The announcement of lockdown came quickly in Greece. Overnight, our

centres were closed and our volunteer teams rendered housebound.

Across the country, the nationwide refrain ‘μενουμε σπιτι’ (‘We stay at

home!’) rang dark and ironic as refugees stayed stuck in tents and

overcrowded containers. 

We entered this period with confusion and concern. Would the virus

spread rapidly through the island camps? How would the underfunded

local hospitals cope with patients that bring with them serious underlying

health conditions? How long would this continue - and what would it

mean for our organisation - operating with small reserves and short-term

funding?

But as we met to plan the coming months, we were sure of one thing. We

knew we would look back on this period and say: we did all we could in

the hardest of circumstances. 

Our centres may have closed; our movement may have been restricted;

our impact reduced. Nevertheless, we have still fought to make a

difference.

And as the political and social context descended into chaos; as the

world seemed to use COVID-19 as a pretext under which to commit yet

more atrocities and human rights violations, we kept active. We have

demonstrated against these transgressions in word and deed.

This report looks back on what took place between April and June, 3

months spent largely under lockdown. From emergency responses to

camp fires; from new ways of supporting unaccompanied minors to far-

reaching advocacy campaigns and action days; from open letters and

joint statements to fundraisers and public awareness initiatives; from

renovations to the re-opening of our centres, this report looks back on the

recent past with positive conviction. 

And as we take the next steps forward into a future changed by violence

and virus alike, we stand stronger than ever.

THE 2ND QUARTER: UNDER LOCKDOWN
Introduction to the report



The month of May saw the gradual lifting of COVID-19

restrictions. In the streets of Chios, in its cafes, its supermarkets

and public spaces, crowds and a sense of normality returned.

Throughout the lockdown, access to Vial camp had been

severely prohibited and policed. State-wide guidelines were

imposed enabling only 150 people to leave the camp per day,

rendering Vial a quasi open-air prison for two months, whilst

tensions escalated and conditions deteriorated. Water became

scarce and residents resorted to digging wells. A huge fire broke

out, leaving 200-300 people without shelter for days. As the

conditions continued to worsen, NGOs were forced to step back

and simply watch, unable to provide on-the-ground support or

assistance. Finding alternate ways of providing aid proves to be a

continual challenge due to heavy resistance on a local and

administrative level across Greece. 

Though boat landings have ceased entirely on Chios, confirmed

reports of illegal pushbacks persist. Talks of resuming

construction on the highly controversial detention centre in the

north of the islands have come to a halt. 

As tourists begin to flock to the islands, though in far fewer

numbers than in previous years, fears of a second outbreak are

omnipresent. As we celebrate more free movement for asylum

seekers, we fear the imminent containment and further harm to

Europe’s most vulnerable, which a second wave of COVID-19

would bring.

,
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THE SITUATION ON CHIOS
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210
Unaccompanied and
separated children
reside on Chios

Demographic breakdown of populations
on  Islands (3rd May 2020, UNHCR)

Tourists arrive and Greek life returns to normal amidst
worsening living conditions and ever-present fears of a
second wave of COVID-19.

4,871
Number of asylum
seekers present on Chios
Ministry of Citizen's Protection
30th June 2020

451%
The percentage by
which Chios camp is
overcapacity



THE SITUATION ON SAMOS

While COVID-19 continues to be of global concern, its impact

within the humanitarian context has not adequately reached

the international press. As headlines were filled with the

effects of the pandemic, our volunteers remained on the

ground in Samos, providing relief where possible and

continuing to maintain that Black Lives Matter, Refugee Lives

Matter.

The situation experienced by refugees and asylum seekers on

Samos, and in Greece generally, remains unknown to the

public, hidden by the political actors. These past months we

have witnessed illegal pushbacks at sea, refugee and

international protection being denied, and subsidiary and

accommodation assistance being taken away.

On Samos, as movement restrictions were lifted for the

upcoming tourist season, the restrictions for those living in

the camp have been continually extended. Under the

premise of safeguarding public health and containing a

possible outbreak, the camps on each island have become

closed structures, increasing the difficulties that the residents

face daily.

In the face of all this, we have endeavoured to uphold our

commitments. In mid-June we started to reopen our centres

and projects, adhering to all government guidelines, with the

implementation of social distancing, at reduced capacity,

and with a thorough cleaning procedure in place. Even if we,

alongside other organisations, are currently operating within

an adapted programme, we are very excited to announce

that we are back!
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972%
The percentage by
which Samos camp is
overcapacity

6,641
Number of asylum seekers
present on Samos

Pushbacks, restrictive measures, racist policy and the
systematic denial of refugee protection.

"THESE PAST MONTHS WE
HAVE WITNESSED SEA

PUSHBACKS AND REFUGEE
AND INTERNATIONAL
PROTECTION BEING
DENIED"
Jokin Orozko, Action for
Education Programme
Coordinator on Samos Island,
Greece

Ministry of Citizen's Protection
30th June 2020



The impact of the pandemic has been

highly visible on the demographics with

whom we work. The temporary closure

NGO centres, the absence of routine, and

the unavailability of psychosocial

activities have had a deeply negative

impact on the physical and mental

wellbeing of the asylum-seeking

community. Furthermore, as lockdown

measures and restrictions on camp

residents were put in place, access to

basic and essential needs and services in

town, such as food, healthcare and

education was further diminished. 

All this in addition to the confinement of

8000 people in a space built for less than

700, increased tensions between the

different communities, resulting in the

occurrence of three fires within the

camp. The lack of hygiene and basic

needs, stricter incarceration, and the

impossibility of social distancing only

worsened the horrific preexisting

conditions. An estimated 600 people,

amongst them many families, were

believed to have lost everything in the

fires, although an official number of those

affected was not provided by the

authorities. This situation brought us back

to October 2019, when another

devastating fire occurred; however this

time it was different. With lockdown

measures still present, the action of NGOs

was limited, despite the greater need.

SAMOS EDUCATION CENTRES
An update from our projects
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Reopening centres

The provision of a free space that we want our participants to feel ownership over,
with a routine and freedom for creativity, is needed more than ever in times when the
camp conditions are worsening.



Despite this depressing reality, we committed to continue

assisting and helping those in need, in collaboration with other

organisations on the island. We managed to distribute NFIs to

almost 100 families and individuals who lost their belongings and

homes in the fire. Furthermore, we supported other NGOs with

translation services, crowd control and further distributions. We

have, indeed, been very busy.

And we were determined to reopen our centres. As restrictions

were being lifted across Europe, the continuation of the provision

of basic services had to become a priority. Alongside other NGOs,

we decided to present our reopening plans to local authorities,

not for permission but as a statement of our commitment.

Therefore, in mid-June, we started the re-registration process for

our centres! Adapting our project to the current regulations, in

Banana House we have registered over 200 participants who

once again have access to lessons and activities, food and a safe

space. Benefiting from our beautiful outdoor space, our garden

became a classroom, in order to maintain social distancing,

masks and hand sanitizer are being provided when coming to

the centre.

The Nest, in collaboration with The Pedagogical Institute of Los

Angeles, reopened late in June, offering children and parents a

much-needed space to play and learn in a safe environment

where they can have a break, fun and interactions with other

children. Thanks to our partner, Glocal Roots, women attending

their centre can access with their children the facilities of this

learning space, offering additional recreational activities to their

daily routine.

The Computer Lab keeps offering an extremely popular centre

with participants attending digital literacy lessons, an internet

café styled session and free learning courses. Totally run by

community volunteers who bring expertise from their computing

background; a safe digital learning space is made available for all

users of all ages.

After a period of closure, it is heartwarming and exciting to see

our participants back in our spaces after so many weeks. We look

forward to the coming months eagerly!
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Getting back to work
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Chios - where our work all began - has been hit hard with overall declining service
provision following the withdrawal of a number of key NGOs. In the face of this, we are
expanding what we offer to meet wider and greater needs.

REFUGEE EDUCATION CHIOS
Increasing service provision on Chios Island

Slowly, two out of our three centres on

Chios have been able to open again,

providing vital access to safe spaces and

education to their service users. The first of

these spaces is the Education Centre at the

gates of Vial Camp offering a learning

programme for 15-18-year-old boys and girls.

Our students were desperate to return to

this wonderful space, where they have

access again to three sessions of school per

week, constituted of one Greek class, two

English classes and a project-based

learning class. Good communication during

the lockdown in the form of weekly

homework distributions and moving our

curriculum onto an online platform allowed

the team to maintain relationships

throughout.

Reopening our centres

Following close cooperation with the local

police and representatives of Vial, and

adopting strict COVID-19 guidelines and

measures, the newly-named Mastic

Campus - the latest and largest addition to

our Chios operations - has finally opened.

Our first week was particularly exciting, as

prospective students poured through its

doors. These first students were equally

excited by the services and potential of the

space, and this has translated into a high

level of engagement in English classes. We

will be even more excited to operate at full

capacity following the relaxation of social

distancing measures, at which point we’ll

be able to accommodate up to 250 18-23-

year-olds every week.

The Mastic Campus

With the support of Help Refugees, we’ve also begun an ambitious new project for

unaccompanied children living in Vial Camp. We’ve been able to establish communication

with almost every unaccompanied minor living in the camp, many of whom do not live inside

the designated Safe Zone - nor are even on the radar of Vial's management - in order to

provide them with a SIM card, data access and a welcome invitation to register in the

Education Centre and Youth Centre. Moreover, following a destructive fire which broke out in

late-March, with the support of other generous donors, we were able to offer three

distributions of dry food packs and fresh fruit to 85 unaccompanied minors.

Increased support for unaccompanied minors



Alongside our projects, we have run a number of new

initiatives that aim to raise awareness and critical

reflection on the humanitarian and education crises

unfolding on the Aegean Islands.

In June, we were delighted to announce our 1st European

Solidarity Essay Prize. Kindly sponsored by the Goldbach

family, this competition invited school children across

Europe to critically engage with the question of solidarity

on Europe’s borders. Younger students aged 13-15 wrote

creative stories imagining how experiences of lockdown

differ in camps and homes. In the older category, 16-18

year olds examined to what extent solidarity is under

threat at Europe’s borders and in the Mediterranean sea.

We received over 60 submissions from 11 countries and

are delighted to be currently reviewing these entries and

selecting the top 6 winners!  

To mark 20th June - World Refugee Day - we also

released the 2nd edition of Grassroots - our magazine

bringing together the voices of NGOs working in the

Aegean. This issue focused on the impact of COVID-19 on

humanitarian actors in this context. 

We were delighted to feature contributions from many of

our wonderful partners and friends, including

Refugee4Refugees, Europe Must Act, The Pedagogical

Institue of Los Angeles and Indigo Volunteers! You can

read the full issue on our website.

THE 1ST SOLIDARITY 
ESSAY PRIZE
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and Grassroots Issue #2!



During the lockdown, our Chios and Samos teams came

together to raise money to support the accommodation of

our volunteers from the refugee community. Our

community volunteers bring invaluable contributions to

the team and are involved in all aspects of our work, from

youth work and teaching to cooking. We raised over €4000

during this fundraiser.

Then, in the run-up to World Refugee Day on 20th June, we

took part in GlobalGiving’s fundraising promotion. We took

this opportunity to raise money for the reopening of all our

projects in the wake of COVID-19, and for the start-up of our

newest project, Mastic Campus, on Chios. 
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2 campaigns making a HUGE difference

to our work!

FUNDRAISING EFFORTS

Thanks to the efforts of our volunteer

team and the generosity of our donors,

we raised $7600, $5000 more than our

initial target. GlobalGiving awarded

bonuses for the most amount of money

raised and for the highest number of

individual donors, resulting in a final total

of over $14,000 being raised for our

projects!

Thank you to everyone who helped 

us with our fundraising, whether 

you donated or shared our 

campaigns, we really 

appreciate your support 

and solidarity for our 

projects.



In March 2020 the humanitarian crisis in the Aegean reached a new low. Violence

against refugees and aid-workers culminated in arson attacks against a

community centre on Lesvos, a warehouse on Chios and cars owned by NGOs on

Samos. Meanwhile, the Greek government suspended the right to asylum, which is

enshrined in international law, for new arrivals in response to Turkey’s opening of

their border with Greece. 

On top of this tense situation came the Covid-19 pandemic. In line with lockdown

regulations, AFE closed its centres. Our students spent the lockdown in

overcrowded and unsanitary camps where social distancing and washing hands

were impossible. New arrivals were - and still are - prevented by illegal pushbacks

to Turkey. 

Facing these gross violations of human rights, the need for extensive proactive

advocacy became apparent. AFE took the lead in setting up Europe Must Act, a

movement that is advocating for the decongestion of the Aegean camps and a

humane European migration policy. In just 4 months Europe Must Act has

managed to set up a network of over 40 city chapters all over Europe, conduct a

meeting with EU Commissioner for Home Affairs Ylva Johansson, participate in

meetings of the Council of Europe and organise both online and offline protests on

World Refugee Day in 11 European countries. EMA continues to grow, including

members of many grassroots organisations, and is poised to continue advocating

for a radical change in European migration policy. 

Besides the broad and structural focus of EMA, AFE is ramping up its own

advocacy efforts regarding refugees’ right to education. In preparation for this AFE

is reaching out to other non-formal education providers and has assigned an

Advocacy Coordinator to manage future advocacy campaigns - we are delighted

to welcome Matthias Mertens into this role!
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Responding to human rights abuses
through coordinated advocacy

ADVOCACY
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QUARTERLY OVERVIEW OF SPENDING
FINANCES

We are committed to running lean and efficient projects, maximising the impact of
every donation. Despite high ongoing costs, the last quarter has seen a reduction in our
overall expenditure during the lockdown period.

27.8% for Samos Education Centres

12.6% for our Chios Education centres

8.2% for advocacy and other initiatives

Help Refugees (€7,450)

Captain Stefanos Kollakis Family (€2,700)

Just Trust (€2,265)

Over the past quarter, we received a total of

€37,813 in donations, a 42% decrease on the

last quarter.

51.4% of received funds were unrestricted

funds. 48.6% of funds were restricted as

follows: 

Major donors (April - June 2020):
1.

2.

3.

INCOMING FUNDS PROJECT EXPENDITURE

Over the past quarter, we spent a total of €53,823.

27% of this went on volunteer support, 21% on

centre rent, 12% on apartment rent and 7% on

phone credit for unaccompanied minors.

,

Other
44.2%

Volunteer support
22.5%

Centre rent
17.5%

Apartment rent
10%

Expenditure by theme

(April - June  2020)

Europe Must Act
Expenditure by theme

EUROPE MUST ACT 

A financial snapshot
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€451 on printing of the Book for Ursula

€964 on digital campaigning infrastructure

€150 on internal capacity-building webinars

€20 social media marketing

Since the beginning of the Europe Must Act, AFE
has received donations to support the

campaigning efforts of this coalition of NGOs and

activists. 

Since the beginning of March, EMA has received
55 donations totalling €1,785. Of these, we have

disbursed €1,445 towards campaigning activities,

including:



As a volunteer-run organisation operating in Chios and Samos, we can only

achieve what we do with the help of our many wonderful partners.
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Celebrating a collaborative effort!
OUR PARTNERS

THEIR WORLD
Funding Partner

PRISM THE GIFT FUND
AFE UK's Collective Fund Administrator

THE PEDAGOGICAL INSTITUTE

OF LOS ANGELES
Implementing Partner, Samos

HELP REFUGEES
Funding Partner

DONATE 4 REFUGEES
Funding Partner

BE AWARE AND SHARE
mplementing Partner

BOOK AID
Education Partner

PHOENIX FOUNDATION e.V.
Funding Partner

INDIGO VOLUNTEERS
Recruitment Partner

METADRASI
Implementing Partner, Chios

ATTICA GROUP
Logisttics Partner 

ZOE EDUCATION TRUST
Funding Partner

VEREIN FAIR
Major Donor 

ASSIST
Implementing Partner, Chios

GLOCAL ROOTS
Implementing Partner, Samos

SCHOOL BUS PROJECT
Funding Partner

With special thanks additionally to the Just Trust and The Captain Stefanos Kollakis

Foundation for their financial support for our work in Greece.
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